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Abstract. Some problems may exist in traditional architecture design process,
such as lack of coherence between different phrases, design scenarios cannot
satisfy practical needs, and design methods not in a systematic structure. While
the design thinking and some methods of service system could address these
issues effectively. Firstly, this paper would introduce the service system design
approach; Secondly, give analysis of “these issues” from the perspective of archi‐
tecture design; And then as a usable approach, the application of service system
design in these issues would be elaborated; Finally, the new design approaches
also brought about new aspects to architecture design and its procedure, such
some new virtual flows, and new evaluation criteria for architecture design.
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1 Introduction

Architecture design is a complicated procedure integrating with various aspects. In this
procedure, architects are always confronted with multiple problems: such as lack of
coherence of different designing phrases in the whole process, design scenarios cannot
satisfy many needs in real context, low efficiency in the holistic design process and so
on. And these three problems are the main aspects for this paper to discuss.

Therefore, considering the “complexity” lying in architecture design, it is obvious
that divergent problems could be caused by different reasons, and solutions could be
found from multiple perspectives. For the above three issues, the main reasons basically
are: the traditional one-directional architecture design path, lack of correlation between
design phrases, ambiguity in designing starting point (or designing center), design
approaches not in a systematic network and so on. And service system design
approaches, which feature in being user-centered, co-creative, evidencing and holistic
[1], could give us a lot of inspirations for addressing these issues. Because in the logic
of service system design, architecture is supposed to be defined as an aggregation of
various resources.

2 Service System Approach in Designing Architectural Space

Service science may require methods and theories from other disciplines including oper‐
ations, industrial engineering, marketing, computer science, psychology, information
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systems, design, and more [2]. And for service system design, the key point doesn’t lie in
the detailed service designing, but lies in the system construction of all services. Because
of the systematicness of service system design, it focuses on the reciprocal integration of
all logical sub-systems. Service system design thinking was proposed to regard architec‐
tural space as a complex of certain kind of functional services in specific environment.
This approach is highly capable of helping effectively organize and coherently sort out
related services of a specific environment [3]. And after sorting all services into different
sub-systems, the holistic macro-level structure was built up.

Comparing with the one-way route of traditional architecture design, service system-
oriented architectural space design procedure behaved to be more iterative, and the main
points of different phrases are emphasized to be more concrete. So, it’s more explicit to
discover problems or defects in every phrase.

Meanwhile, many designing tools or methods of service system design are catego‐
rized into different clusters per certain subjects, which makes these approaches be more
specific and targeted aiming at varied phrases and goals.

One of the reasons for some issues existing in architecture design is that the design
activities get used to only focusing on some certain elements, such as function, form,
material of architecture, but ignoring that the aims of design activities are the services
offered and conceptions conveyed by the environment, and eventually transferred these
services and conceptions to people as final users. Using the design thinking of service
system for architectural space designing, it will underline the whole system rather than
single elements, and mark the final need of architectural space as serving people from
multiple degrees.

The characteristics of service system design give the reasons why service system
design approaches could resolve some issues in traditional architecture design.

3 Application of the Service System Design Approach

After the basic introduction of service system design approach, this paper would be
elaborated on how to apply the method into some aspects in traditional architecture
design in the following paragraphs.

3.1 Different Design Phrases

Generally, architecture-designing procedure is staged and always developed one-direc‐
tionally: the designing usually gets started from the master plan or site plan; and then
based on the requirements in design briefs, to settle down the architecture form in
responsive of functions; next step is to check whether the form coincide with all kinds
of physical limitations… During the whole process, every single phrase is conduct
centering on one certain element [4]. Just as Kevin Lynch wrote in Urban Planning &
Design, during the procedure for architecture designing, the four aspects (form, clients,
design brief and site) are always conducted in order [5]. This kind of both one-directional
also staged designing approach divides the consistent route, as it should be, but into
separated fragments. However, the essence of architecture designing is how to integrate
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various entangled elements into a holistic system, and obviously, it is not enough to
merely consider only based on one certain element. Therefore, architecture designing
acquires to be iterated from multiple-phrase and multiple-dimensionally.

As shown in Fig. 1, service design has followed the full-link working principle of
4D: Discover, Define, Develop, Deliver [6]. Different with architecture design, the
process of service design emphasizes the integration among various elements and coher‐
ence in multiple phrases. Once the designing procedure got started, it also commenced
iteration. The 4D principle is helpful to control the designing path and organize a
consistent route into a closed loop.

If we apply the service-system mindset to designing environment, on one hand it
could establish a systematic connection between different phrases overall; on the other
hand, it could help the reciprocal causations among four phrases, or even among various
elements in each phrase or different phrase, become more explicit. A more traceable
relationship between elements with results could largely improve the design accuracy.

Fig. 1. 4D full-link procedure of service system design

3.2 Design Scenarios

One of the main tasks of architecture-design is, through designing the environment, to
help people sense the architecture and acquire specific services. The architectural space
itself is more like the physical media assisting people to sense surroundings. In tradi‐
tional architecture design procedure, as Lynch’s opinions, it always gets started with
form, clients, design brief and site orderly. We often pay too much attention to the
function and form of the architecture, rather than the final users of the architecture. Even
in some real using contexts, people must adjust to the architectural space. This is one of
the main reasons why design scenarios always cannot satisfy many practical needs.

To get a more reasonable and holistic design scenario for architectural space, the
core of design should be reconsidered by service system thinking.

The design thinking of service system acquires that, as the center of design, all
potential stakeholders who are concerned with services occurring in the architectural
space should be taken into consideration at beginning; or even together with offerings
map, they should be regarded as two important starting points to develop the following
procedure. From perspective of services, these stakeholders could be categorized into
service recipients and service providers, and both could be elaborated into multiple
parties further. From perspective of the involvement and importance, stakeholders could
be categorized into primary and secondary ones. There are also many other
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classifications besides these, and no matter in which kind of category, it could structure
all potential stakeholders related to services in the space into a comprehensive, prospec‐
tive and systematic network.

How to construct a stakeholder network more systematically? One of the methods
to build up stakeholders hierarchy could be deployed as following (Fig. 2): (1) be
comprehensive: to specify all the existing activities, needs and services; (2) be prospec‐
tive: based on the step (1), to associate current services with potential and promising
trends; (3) be responsive: associate the services with related stakeholders; (4) be system‐
atic: by generating stakeholder hierarchy (main, secondary, tertiary …), then to help
settle down environmental space layout correspond to the hierarchy. What worthy to
figure out is that we couldn’t settle down service hierarchy merely by the frequency or
participant number of certain activities, the contribution to improving service consis‐
tency and efficiency are more reasonable factors.

Fig. 2. Four orders of classification for stakeholders

After the above four orders, a service-oriented stakeholder hierarchy has been built
up. Correspondingly, the hierarchy could generate services and flows (physical and
virtual) related to stakeholders, which is called system map in service logic. The system
map contains vital factors like services, stakeholders and flows, and it could be applied
into architectural space planning and designing more holistically. This kind of result-
driven design procedure can correspond services to related architectural spaces.

In this way, inconformity between design scenarios with practical using contexts
could be easily addressed. Agreeing with the notion that people are the final users of
architecture, service system design thinking proposes final users to the early stages of
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architectural designing. This way could be functioned as a proper benchmark to coincide
design scenarios with practical needs.

3.3 The Whole Design Procedure

As the above paragraph saying, the current architectural-designing approaches are
mutually independent and remain to be correlated. The lack of this connection to some
extent speed down the designing process and decrease the designing quality.

Using the design logic of ESSD, various design approaches would be clustered per
different categories. This kind of “Cluster” could make different methods both to be
more specific to targeted contexts, and more integral to the whole system. For example,
as Fig. 3, many designing approaches of service system design could be classified as
design activities, representations, recipients and contents altogether four categories by
When, How, Who, What [7]. Or based on the 4D full-link principle of service system
design, classify approaches per different phrases (Fig. 4). The “cluster” thinking could
be performed to classify not only current designing methods of architecture, but also
new approaches emerged from service system. It can sort up uncorrelated tools into
different “method clusters”. In the same one project, divergent clusters could be used
alternatively, because the same one designing approach in different clusters could make
different contributions to results. This thinking of sorting approaches could help us find
more correlation among various aspects of designing object, from different perspectives.

Fig. 3. One kind of collection for service design tools
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Fig. 4. Display of service design tools on different phrase

Throughout the existing multiple architecture design tools, what lack of are not
design methods and single centered-on element in one certain phrase, but what lack of
is an iterative path and systematic process containing various design approaches. This
path could not only extract a single element out, but also return it back to the whole
system, which is the real representation of architecture design procedure. The design
thinking of ESSD could meet these needs well.

4 New Aspects Brought by the Service System Approach

Due to some new approaches from ESSD applied in architectural space design, on one
hand the three issues could be effectively addressed: Lack of coherence between different
phrases, Practical needs always beyond design scenarios, Low efficiency of design
procedure; and on the other hand, some new aspects have been created for architectural
design.

4.1 New Virtual Flows

In normal architectural design process, referring to flow analysis, it always means the
site-nearby people flow, traffic flow, wind direction flow and another physical indicator
for analyzing. However, these physical flows are only considered from perspectives of
physical condition, but not based on the real operation scenario of services occurred in
the architecture. Some intangible flows, such as the current and possible personnel
movements in the system, the information exchange channel among divergent phrases,
and the financial relationships produced by different stakeholders and so on, also should
be generated and defined respectively into staff flow, information flow and financial
flow. These Virtual flows are more helpful in representing the scenario of the proposed
architecture, by all kinds of “Flows” regarding different aspects.
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4.2 New Evaluation Criteria

In traditional architecture design, evaluation is normally not one necessary part of it.
While in the 4D-Link of service system design procedure, simulation and evaluation are
also inevitable aspects in the “Deliver” phrase. With related stakeholders and some
assistive tools, to create an evaluation environment approximate to the real context could
help us to get a better understanding of the service quality.

Like architectural design itself, measuring and assessing a building is quite a big
topic, which involves too many aspects. In addition to meeting various rigid rules of the
design brief and standards, some new aspects of the evaluation criteria are also signifi‐
cant, if analyzed from the perspective of service design.

Among the new aspects of evaluation criteria in Fig. 5, the first layer is whether the
service has been put into practice in one certain architectural space and whether the
corresponding spatial design could assist in the delivery and circulation of the service.
The second layer is whether the efficiency of personnel structure and operational network
within the service system is maximized. Good service system design can help the stake‐
holders to carry out efficient interaction and coordination, and the spatial design based
on ESSD should take full account of the multi-run relationships within it, providing
required physical environment space for the existing and possible activities and
personnel. The third layer is whether all the parties involved have got the sense of self-
identity [8], which is also one of the highest criterions for evaluating service system
design. This standard can help the service-system-based architectural space designing
to set up a building space with more social value from a broader humanistic point of
view, no matter in functions or in forms.

Fig. 5. New aspects of evaluation criteria for service-oriented architecture design
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4.3 New Kinds of Design

Yarmo Suominen, service architect and professor from Aalto University, deemed that,
architecture would become a service platform. If we regard building as a service, the
architectural space itself is an integration with many open resources, and many people
could co-create values together in it. Therefore, when designing architecture, we should
also take consider the design of user experience to improve environment affordances,
the design of interaction between people-surroundings and people-people to strengthen
social ties, the design of services to connect activities and mobility, the design of busi‐
ness to boost open-source economy, the design of management to optimize the operation
route. Just as illustrated in Fig. 6, all these different kinds of design are also necessary
components in the service logic and should be considered in architectural space
designing, which needs architects to build up a multi-disciplinary design mindset and
arm with more design skills [9].

Applying service system design thinking into architecture design, all existing
components in architectural space, together with these new kinds of design, require to
be construct in a systematic structure. And how to integrate various designs into a whole
architectural space design in the service system logic, need to find more working prin‐
ciples aiming at different context in the next step of research.

Fig. 6. Different kinds of design in architecture design using service logic

5 Summary

This paper discussed some problems existing in current architecture design: lack of
coherence between different phrases, practical needs beyond design expectations and
design methods being under systematic; and how to use some designing approaches
from service system to address the issues to some extent. Through this paper, we aim at
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providing architecture design with a new design thinking from the point of view of
service logic, taking supplements on approaches of architecture design multi-semanti‐
cally and multi-disciplinarily. And the other goal of our research is exploring relevant
characteristics and methods for service system design thinking applied in different
contexts, such specific-environment based, specific-time based and so on.
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